Dear Parents/Caregivers,

The purpose of this correspondence is to communicate some extra information, to you on our school’s commitment to a Safe and Healthy environment for everyone in our college community, especially of students.

Thank you for acknowledging our previous letter which was placed ‘life’ on college our web-site as well as emailed a few weeks ago. This will also be distributed in the same manner.

OUR COMMITMENT

O’Loughlin Catholic College conducts Risk Assessments (R.A) relating to any activity/excursion, be it large or small. An Assessment was conducted weeks ago and reviewed recently under the WHS Policy and as part of its Duty of Care and Mandatory requirement.

As a result of the R.A, considerations were targeted particularly towards the top three high risks areas being; sun-burn, dehydration and heat-stroke, amongst many others.

In order to minimise the likeliness of above factors occurring, our College has provided the following preventative measures; sun shades canopies (around the stadium), sunscreen (general use-students with sensitive skin are advised to bring their own), drink stations and rest breaks).

To assist the College in its efforts to ensure students are educated and made aware of these ailments, we wish to request if you kindly enforce the same message at home.

Please ensure your child/children come/s prepared; i.e. bring own drink bottle, round brim hat (College supplied), sunscreen and food.

Please be advised that the College will not be liable of any damages/ incident/s, as a direct result of negligence from the part of child/children.

We trust that our partnership will be further strengthened because of our care and alliance.

Thank you in advance for your cooperation,

Yours sincerely,

John Katal
Sports Coordinator